Short motif sequences determine the targets of the prokaryotic CRISPR defence system
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INTRODUCTION

Prokaryotes belonging to the most varied groups contain a peculiar type of repetitive DNA, recognized in 2000 as a family (Mojica et al., 2000), distinguished by the regular spacing of the recurrent motif, and consequently defined as short regularly spaced repeats (SRSR). A majority are partially palindromic, a feature that was later incorporated in the present denomination of CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats), proposed by Jansen and co-workers in agreement with our group (Jansen et al., 2002). Repeat units are 24–47 bp long, and alternate with unique sequences (spacers) of similar size (27–72 bp). Despite considerable divergence, CRISPR can be classified based on sequence similarity (Kunin et al., 2007), defining 12 major groups (henceforth referred in the text as CRISPR-n, where n is the group identification number). Arrays of the same CRISPR are sometimes immediately followed by a conserved AT-rich sequence (Mojica et al., 2000) known as the leader (Jansen et al., 2002). In arrays with a degenerated terminal repeat, the leader is typically located on the opposite edge. Although their role remains undetermined, various reports suggest that leaders promote transcription towards the repeats (Brouns et al., 2008; Lillestøl et al., 2006; Mandin et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2002, 2005; Willkomm et al., 2005). Also, the preferential incorporation of new spacers at the leader-proximal side of the array is consistent with a participation in the recognition of the incoming spacers (Barrangou et al., 2007). A typical CRISPR system within a genome is made up of one or several arrays of the same repeat (with up to 250 units), the adjacent leader sequences, and 6–20 CAS (CRISPR-associated) genes usually in close proximity to one of the arrays. For detailed descriptions of the CRISPR systems see Lillestøl et al. (2006) and Sorek et al. (2008).

While a large guild (25–45 families) of CAS genes has been found (Haft et al., 2005; Jansen et al., 2002; Makarova et al., 2006), only motifs of cas1 and cas2 (core genes) are present in the nine different types of CAS operons. The activities of most CAS proteins are just predicted on the basis of sequence homology (Makarova et al., 2006), structural similarity (Ebihara et al., 2006), or the effects of their
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inactivation (Barrangou et al., 2007; Brouns et al., 2008). Exceptionally, it has been demonstrated that Cas2 family members act as sequence-specific endoRNases (Beloglazova et al., 2008).

Since its first discovery in *Escherichia coli* (Ishino et al., 1987), the involvement of the CRISPR system in several processes has been proposed, including replicon partitioning (Mojica et al., 1995), thermal adaptation (Riehle et al., 2001), DNA repair (Makarova et al., 2002) and chromosome rearrangements (DeBoy et al., 2006). These studies evidenced a certain activity of the CRISPR loci, further supported by the identification of the CAS genes (Jansen et al., 2002), and the detection of transcription of the CRISPR loci (Tang et al., 2002). Afterwards, the finding that spacers derive from pre-existing sequences (proto-spacers) in foreign genetic elements of the spacer holder (Bolotin et al., 2005; Mojica et al., 2005; Pourcel et al., 2005) provided a clue for unravelling the function of CRISPR. Signs of incompatibility between CRISPR spacers and transmissible molecules carrying homologous sequences (Mojica et al., 2005), and an overall correlation between susceptibility to phages and the number of spacers per genome (Bolotin et al., 2005), gave cause to predict the involvement of CRISPR in an immunity-like system. That role was first proved in 2007 for *Streptococcus thermophilus*: CRISPR-harboursing strains became resistant to infection by phages after the acquisition of new spacers derived from the virus (Barrangou et al., 2007). More recently (Brouns et al., 2008), a decreased sensitivity to λ phage has been reported for *E. coli* strains carrying artificial CRISPR systems with spacers targeting essential genes of the virus. At present, the mechanisms underlying the acquisition of spacers and the subsequent resistance are not characterized. Models have been postulated in reference to the prokaryotic regulatory RNAs and the eukaryotic interference RNA systems (Makarova et al., 2006; Mojica et al., 2005). As a common theme of the proposals, RNA molecules carrying at least one spacer would guide the silencing CAS proteins against genetic elements with sequences matching the spacer. In good agreement with this, processing of the CRISPR transcripts has been shown to be essential for the antiviral response (Brouns et al., 2008). With reference to the acquisition of spacers, the first insight into the process came from the finding of motifs associated with proto-spacers of *S. thermophilus* (Bolotin et al., 2005; Deveau et al., 2008; Horvath et al., 2008), implying a specificity in the recognition of the spacer precursors. Here we have explored the presence of proto-spacer adjacent motifs (hereafter referred to as PAMs), corresponding to arrays of every CRISPR type defined by Kunin et al. (2007). For the six main groups, we have found the conservation of di- or trinucleotides, starting immediately or one position after the proto-spacer. PAMs are revealed as CRISPR-type-specific motifs, irrespective of the spacer carrier or the proto-spacer holder. The existence of a recognizing motif, together with the polarized arrangement of the spacers in the CRISPR arrays, and the conservation of their relative orientation with respect to the PAM sequences, have fundamental implications for the spacer uptake process, providing at the same time a foundation for testing the elements involved and, in general, for the characterization of the CRISPR-CAS system.

**METHODS**

**PCR, nucleotide sequencing and sequence analysis.** CRISPR arrays were detected in publicly available prokaryotic genomes (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/MICROBES/microbial_taxtree.html) with a specifically designed computer program (Mojica et al., 2000). In the case of *E. coli*, spacer sequences additional to those from complete genomes were obtained from *E. coli* Reference (ECOR) collection strains (Ochman & Selander, 1984) after PCR amplification and sequencing of CRISPR loci as previously described (Mojica et al., 2005). Putative spacer precursors (proto-spacers) were identified as sequences with at least 90% identity to spacers, located outside CRISPR loci. Searches were performed with the BLASTN program (Altschul et al., 1997) against the nr database at the NCBI Website (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blasf.cgi), with the parameters the application automatically sets for short queries.

**Generation of sequence logos.** Regions containing sequences with 100% identity to spacers of related CRISPRs were aligned using either end of the spacer as reference. Gaps were not added in any case. Alignments were visualized with WebLogo (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi), a Web-based application that generates graphical representations (logos) of the patterns within a multiple sequence alignment (Crooks et al., 2004). Each logo consists of stacks of letters, one stack for each position in the sequence. The height of each stack is measured in bits, with a maximum of 2, and indicates the sequence conservation at that position. The height of letters within the stack reflects the relative frequency of the corresponding nucleotide at that position. The sequence conservation is defined as the difference between the maximum possible entropy and the entropy of the observed symbol distribution (Schneider & Stephens, 1990). WebLogo incorporates a small-sample correction that ameliorates underestimation of the entropy when limited sequence data are analysed.

**Identification of leader sequences.** Leaders were first identified as large conserved sequences adjacent to CRISPR arrays. When several arrays of the same CRISPR (over 90% identity) were present in a genome, their flanking regions were aligned. In the case of unique arrays of a particular repeat per genome, equivalent loci located in the closest related strains showing a different CRISPR neighbourhood were compared. Dissimilar CRISPR loci surroundings permit a more confident identification of the leader as a conserved sequence at just one side of the array. Significance was evaluated in both cases by comparison with alignments of the opposite CRISPR flanking region. The presence in the putative leader of A or T tracks, and the occurrence of a degenerated CRISPR in the distal end of the array, were confirmative (Jansen et al., 2002).

**RESULTS**

**Diversity of spacer donors**

In order to investigate the conservation of sequences associated with proto-spacers, we first searched for homologues to spacers from nearly 300 strains belonging to over 150 species (the list of genomes and the number of
spacer identities are presented in Table S1, available with the online version of the paper). A total of 204 spacers identical to sequences elsewhere were identified: 182 in bacteriophages, 13 in plasmids, 2 in transposons and 7 in chromosomal sequences not directly related to mobile elements. Relevant features of the genetic elements carrying proto-spacers of the main 12 CRISPR groups are shown in supplementary Table S2. Most plasmids (12 out of 13) either are known to be conjugative or at least have conjugation markers. Only the 8 kb plasmid pSal204 of Shewanella baltica strain OS155 lacks transfer genes. Viruses carrying proto-spacers have a variety of morphologies, including examples of filamentous, icosahedral or complex capsids, classified into the Siphoviridae, Myoviridae, Inoviridae, Podoviridae and Bicaudaviridae families (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTVdb/index.htm). Most are temperate, integrative and non-transposable, with double-stranded linear DNA genomes, but examples of temperate/non-integrative (PI of E. coli), transposable (Pseudomonas phages B3 and D3112), virulent (Listeria phage A511) and single-stranded linear DNA (PhiXo), as well as double-stranded circular DNA genomes (Bicaudaviridae and Streptococcus agalactiae unclassified phages) were also detected.

Analysis of sequences associated with spacer precursors

Motifs were investigated after the generation of sequence logos (see Methods) from proto-spacer regions. Alignments were initially performed for sets of at least five proto-spacers, with 100% identity to spacers, corresponding to arrays of the same CRISPR within closely related strains. Sequences were equally arranged with respect to the corresponding CRISPR. The conservation of 2–3 nucleotides motifs (PAMs), located immediately or one position after just one end of the putative proto-spacers, was revealed in all cases (Figs S1 and S2). When proto-spacers were assigned to their CRISPR group according to Kunin et al. (2007), a coincidence of the PAMs corresponding to each CRISPR type was detected. This relationship was confirmed with the logos generated by gathering the proto-spacers belonging to each group (Fig. 1). It is noteworthy that those groups of palindromic CRISPR (Kunin et al. 2007), i.e. types 2, 3 and 4, have distinct PAM signatures (CWT, GAA, and GG respectively), whereas the unfolded ones, i.e. types 1, 7 and 10, display the same motif (NGG). Proto-spacers with up to 10% mismatches further supported these consensuses (see Fig. S1). Thus, the PAMs detected are CRISPR-type dependent, irrespective of the strain carrying the spacer. Additional evidence for such specificity comes from the finding that when CRISPR arrays of different type are present in the same genome (i.e. groups 2 and 4 of P. aeruginosa, as well as groups 3 and 10 in Streptococcus spp.), their respective PAMs correspond to those of the CRISPR type (Fig. S2), with deviations similarly represented in each strain (see Fig. S1).

Orientation of PAMs

Most spacers within each CRISPR locus have the same orientation with respect to the PAM (Fig. S3). Only a few exceptions corresponding to Streptococcus agalactiae CRISPR-10 and Xanthomonas oryzae CRISPR-3 spacers were detected (Fig. S1). Taking the CRISPR sequence as a reference, this conservation in orientation extends to the different loci of the same repeat regardless of the genome, and even to CRISPR arrays belonging to the same group, an exception being the spacers of Yersinia pestis (see below). These results reveal a prominent relationship between CRISPR and spacer/PAM orientation. Moreover, when leader sequences could be inferred (see Methods), spacer ends equivalent to the proto-spacer edges adjacent to the PAM (here called PAMEs, for proto-spacer adjacent motif ends) are oriented towards the leader (irrespective of the location of the CAS genes), exceptions being Listeria spp. CRISPR-10 and, once again, Y. pestis CRISPR-4 spacers. Interestingly, CRISPR-10 loci of Listeria are also the only exception detected to the conserved orientation of CRISPR versus leader. As a consequence, these Listeria PAMEs are still oriented with respect to the CRISPR as in the other loci of the same group. In contrast, PAMEs in Y. pestis are oriented oppositely to repeated units of the remaining CRISPR-4 loci. However, Yersinia is also peculiar for its weak PAM conservation (WebLogo bits below 1).

Comparative analysis of PAMs versus CRISPR and leader sequences

The conservation of the orientation of spacers (defined by the PAME), with respect to both repeats and leader, together with the preferential incorporation of new spacers at the leader end of the CRISPR arrays (Barrangou et al., 2007; Deveau et al., 2008; Horvath et al., 2008), suggests that CRISPR and leader could participate in the PAM recognition for acquisition of spacers by base pairing and/or insertion through recombination. Moreover, the specificity of PAMs corresponding to groups of palindromic repeats versus the coincidence of those of unfolded CRISPR (see above) could be explained by a participation of the stem–loop in the motif recognition. These possibilities would hold if the motif sequence were present in the corresponding elements. Although PAM sequences are too short for individual coincidences to be deemed significant, reiterated occurrences would support a relationship. This led us to a comparative analysis of PAMs versus repeats and leader sequences. Except for occasional coincidences, no common correlation could be established (Table S3). However, several observations made in E. coli could be relevant (Table S4). In this species, there is a strong bias to the CAT motif when the ends of the CRISPRs flanking the spacer are CAC, and to the CTT motif when both CRISPRs end in CTC. Similarly, the four PAMs corresponding to spacers associated with a leader with the CRISPR proximal sequence TCTAAAAGTA are
CTT, and 9 out of the 11 associated with a different leader starting ACTAAGCATA read CAT.

Determinants of the PAM sequence

In a previous analysis of spacers acquired after challenge of *S. thermophilus* by related phages, the motif NGGNG was detected for CRISPR-10 proto-spacers (Horvath et al., 2008). However, we have identified a shorter motif (NGG) comparing proto-spacer sequences of CRISPR-10 arrays in *Streptococcus pyogenes*, *S. agalactiae* and *Listeria monocytogenes*. In contrast with *S. thermophilus*, no preference in the fifth position after the proto-spacer was encountered (Figs S1 and S2). Given that we aligned proto-spacer regions from diverse origins (plasmids, unrelated viruses and chromosomal sequences), an explanation of the discrepancy could be that the adjacent recognized sequence varies depending on the identity of the proto-spacer carrier. Hence, proto-spacers from related genetic elements were aligned for each CRISPR type and spacer carrier. As a
result, additional conserved positions were revealed in particular cases, extending the PAMs, and also in the proto-spacer edges (Table S2).

The ambiguous positions within the PAMs defined here could also be explained by the diversity of the spacer donors considered. However, this possibility is dismissed by the equivalent incidence of motif variants corresponding to proto-spacers from even the most distant genetic elements, such as plasmids and phages (Table S2). In the same context, spacers with partially overlapping sequences (see Fig. S1), and thus quite likely derived from closely related genetic elements, are encountered for both CRISPR-2 PAM variants of \textit{E. coli} (consensus motif CWT), indicating a flexibility in the recognition of the motif independent of the spacer precursor.

Finally, in order to investigate a possible contribution of the proto-spacer transcription direction to the PAM signature, we analysed separately those proto-spacer regions corresponding to the coding and template strands. In all cases with at least five entries per set, the same PAM consensus was revealed for both orientations within each CRISPR group (see Fig. S1).

**DISCUSSION**

CRISPR-CAS have several analogies with the eukaryotic RNA interference (RNAi) systems (Makarova et al., 2006; Mojica et al., 2005), and in particular with the piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNA). Like the prokaryotic repeats, piRNAs are transcribed into a single molecule that becomes mainly transcribed into a single molecule that becomes further processed into smaller discrete RNAs with the size of a repeat-spacer unit (Brouns et al., 2008; Lillestøl et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2002, 2005). Apart from these resemblances, no homologous proteins are involved, and the architecture of the CRISPR loci, with the regularly arranged repeats and the spacers as guides for the interference, is unique. In consequence, there is currently no working model to address the acquisition of spacers, and very little is known about this process.

**Recognition of spacer donors**

The existence of a motif adjacent to the spacer precursors has fundamental implications for the generation of the CRISPR arrays. The most evident is that proto-spacers are not randomly selected, i.e., insertion of new spacers into the CRISPR arrays must be the result of an unknown process triggered after the recognition of the corresponding PAM in the donor molecule. A related previous question is how potential spacer donors are identified. CRISPR spacers derive from mobile genetic elements that differ greatly in their transmission mode. Most are aliens (transposons, viruses and plasmids), and even proto-spacers that correspond to chromosomal sequences could also have a foreign origin, being transferred to the receptor by transformation or as part of transmissible elements. In the case of viruses, we have detected proto-spacers in bacteriophages with distinct infection characteristics and genome features, which involve variability in the host integration capacity, replication mechanism, and virion penetration and release modes. The incidence of each virus type roughly corresponds to the number of sequences available in the databases (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTVdb/index.htm), and probably to their abundance in nature, implying that there is not a global preference for any given type of phage. It is intriguing, however, that despite the profuse availability of enterophage sequences, analysis of over 500 \textit{E. coli} spacers has given identities to viral sequences only in P1 and prophages of a single \textit{E. coli} strain (E24377A). This could be understood as a preference for viruses of this sort, or alternatively as a proof of the vast number of coliphages that remain unknown.

Assuming a common mechanism for the uptake of new spacers, the detection of potential proto-spacer carriers should be unrelated to any peculiarity of the genetic element. The only feature shared by the putative spacer donors identified to date is that all are DNA molecules, which at some stage will be present in double-stranded form in the receptor cell. How the CRISPR machinery recognizes such invaders is an essential question to be elucidated. Related to this, the fact that proto-spacers are found, on the basis of their associated PAM locations, in either the sense or antisense strand (see Fig. S1) excludes the recognition of the spacer precursors on transcript RNA molecules, in support of dsDNA as the donor. This is better understood when considering pairs of proto-spacers with overlapping complementary sequences (see \textit{E. coli} CRISPR-2 alignments in Fig. S1), just one matching the transcript (Fig. 2). According to the models proposed by Makarova et al. (2006) for new CRISPR formation, ssRNA could be the precursor of a double-stranded donor molecule. This would imply either indiscriminate duplication of the foreign RNA (rather anti-economical for the cell) or, alternatively, that a signal different from the PAM be recognized in those to be duplicated. In addition, reverse transcription would be required for generating the spacer DNA. However, only a few CRISPR-harbouring strains have putative CRISPR-linked reverse transcriptase (RT) genes (Kojima & Kanehisa, 2008; Makarova et al., 2006). In this respect, it has to be noted that, although no RNA virus carrying proto-spacers has been detected, given the scarce availability of sequences from this type of phage in the databases, such a possibility should not be ruled out. Putative CAS RT activities could be involved in the uptake of spacers from RNA phages as suggested (Kojima & Kanehisa, 2008), but with these particular exceptions, and whereas RT activity is not extensively identified in
association with CRISPRs, the primary spacer donors most likely are dsDNA molecules.

**Specificities for proto-spacer recognition**

The proto-spacer motif NGGNG was previously reported for the *S. thermophilus* CRISPR-10 loci (Horvath et al., 2005). However, our results reveal a shorter PAM (NGG) for the same CRISPR type. In contrast with the *Streptococcus* studies, we assigned the spacers’ origin based on homology, and quite diverse donors were first compared for the establishment of each motif. Another homology-based analysis of proto-spacer regions (Bolotin et al., 2005) showed for the CRISPR-16 loci of *S. thermophilus* the consensus PuPyAAA, which is also shorter than that found by Deveau et al. (2008) in the same species (NNAGAAW). Therefore, the homology approach seems to be revealing just the CRISPR-type core of larger proto-spacer motifs. Indeed, additional conserved positions have been detected when comparing related donors in certain cases. Apart from these findings, it is worth noting that mutations in the proto-spacer motif result in CRISPR-defence resistance (Deveau et al., 2008). These sequence changes would be positively selected in CRISPR-challenged foreign elements, and in consequence no conservation of these positions would be evidenced except when comparing direct descents of the same donor. Within this scenario, the most conserved sites associated with the proto-spacers would mainly take part in the acquisition of new spacers, and the less conserved PAM positions, as well as neighbouring additional nucleotides, would essentially be interference-related. In this context, Brouns et al. (2008) proposed that small RNAs carrying spacer sequences corresponding to template or coding strands of the target mediate the CRISPR defence by acting on dsDNA, instead of mRNA as previously proposed (Makarova et al., 2006). The occurrence of PAM is in agreement with this target choice on the same basis which suggests that dsDNA is the spacer-donor molecule, as already discussed. Such CRISPR-derived RNA would guide the attack against the spacer complementary sequence in the DNA, where the adjacent nucleotides necessary for interference will be properly arranged.

**CRISPR system elements involved in the recognition and integration of new spacers**

The conservation of the orientation of spacers in the CRISPR loci with respect to the PAM suggests the recognition of some sequence in the integration site that, given the preference for the leader proximal end of the array, would involve nucleotides in that region, including the CRISPR unit. However, a general pattern of sequence correspondence between PAMs and CRISPR or leader has not been detected. At the same time, the lack of homology with the CRISPR is not compatible with a recognition of the potential spacer precursors by base pairing with the repeat. These results support a main involvement of proteins (i.e. CAS) in both processes, i.e. recognition and integration of new spacers. In this regard, the bias detected in *E. coli* to specific PAMs depending on leader and CRISPR versions could be due to variants in the associated CAS proteins. Certainly, evidence has been presented for a linkage between PAM and the CRISPR sequence type, but the repeats and their associated CAS proteins are unfailingly connected, as supported by the extensive correspondence between the CRISPR grouping (Kunin et al., 2007) and classifications based on the CAS genes content: i.e. the CAS subtypes (Haft et al., 2005) and the CRISPR/CAS system (CASS) versions (Makarova et al., 2006). Thus, the PAMs should be considered specific to the CRISPR-CAS subtype rather than to the CRISPR group. CRISPR-CAS variants could account for a diversity of motifs, and for a flexibility in the mechanism involved in their recognition. The identification of CAS activities is imperative to prove any link in this respect. The only functionally characterized CRISPR-associated proteins are members of the CAS2 family (COG1343 and COG3512), endoRNases that specifically cleave ssRNA regions, which is incompatible with the spacer uptake process as discussed above. Cas5 (Barrangou et al., 2007) and Cas3 (Brouns et al., 2008) are required for the resistance phenotype, and the Cse3 protein of *E. coli* has been shown to be essential for processing CRISPR transcripts, suggesting either an endorNase or an RNA chaperone activity (Brouns et al., 2008). Cas1 is a putative nuclease/integrase (Makarova et al., 2006), apparently not involved at the CRISPR-related interference stage (Brouns et al., 2008). This core CAS protein is a first-rate candidate for participation in the spacer uptake process.
Conclusion

The existence of PAMs and their analysis have revealed that the spacer precursors are selected after the recognition of adjacent short sequences specific to the CRISPR-CAS variant. Our data indicate that such recognition is exerted on double-stranded molecules of foreign origin, with no evident preference for any given type of genetic element. PAMs determine the spacer orientation within the repeat array. This polarity, although with uncertain functional significance, provides a reference for the alignment of the repeats in comparative studies, and for the location of the leaders. The recognition of the PAMs should aid in the further elucidation of the spacer uptake mechanism, as a basis for the design of experiments aimed at evaluating candidate CAS proteins contributing to the process. The detection of the corresponding motif adjacent to sequences homologous to spacers will also support adjacent sequences as spacer precursors. Additionally, PAMs will have to be considered in the development of the expected applications of the CRISPR system as an innovative molecular biology tool.
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